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How to reach us
Write to us at:

Client Money Manager Team

HSBC Bank plc

Second Floor, 62-76 Park Street,

London, SE1 9DZ

Fax us on 02072 60 56 71

Call us on 02072 60 89 35  or  02072 60 53 02

If you have a disability
Sight

You can request these Additional Conditions in large print or audio from any HSBC branch.

We can also give you Braille and large-print statements and templates for cheque books.

Hearing or speech

You can call us by textphone on 03457 12 55 63.

We can also arrange a sign-language service for you.

We may monitor or record our conversations with you (for example, phone calls, letters, emails) to improve 
our service, or for security.
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1. What you should know
Our business current and savings accounts and services all come with terms and conditions. They 
set out what you can expect from us – and what we expect from you in return. You’ll find them in our 
Business Banking Terms and Conditions.

Our Client Money Manager comes with these Additional Conditions (which we’ll call ‘Terms’). You should 
read them together with our Business Banking Terms and Conditions, so you have all the information you 
need.  

For the most up-to-date versions of these Terms, our Business Banking Terms and Conditions, the ‘Business 
Banking Made Easy’ brochure and our Price List, just ask us – in any HSBC branch, by phone or find them on 
our website.

1.1 Where there are differences
Where there’s a conflict between these Terms and anything in our Business Banking Terms and Conditions, 
these Terms take precedence. If there’s a conflict between these Terms and the Customer Information 
Appendix in our Business Banking Terms and Conditions, the Customer Information Appendix takes 
precedence.

1.2 Technical language
Some of the words and phrases in this document have a specific meaning. We’ve capitalised these words 
and included them in a Glossary (see page 10), so you know exactly what we mean. You might also need to 
check the Glossary at the end of our Business Banking Terms and Conditions.

1.3 ‘We’, ‘you’
By ‘we’, ‘us’ or ‘our’, we mean HSBC Bank plc. By ‘you’ or ‘your’, we mean you as a person (if you are a sole 
trader or practitioner) and your business or legal entity (including companies and partnerships). 

2. Client Money Manager 
These Terms cover:

•	 the electronic system known as Client Money Manager (which we’ll call ‘CMM’)

•	 the CMM service we offer you (which is described in ‘What is CMM?’ on page 8)

•	 the Designated and Undesignated Accounts you set up to work with CMM.

When we say the ‘Product’, we mean all three.  

2.1 Your Undesignated Accounts
2.1.1 In any Available Currency

You can ask us to open an Undesignated Account in any Available Currency  - but if it ever stops being an 
Available Currency, we may need you to close it.  We’ll give you two months’ notice if we need you to do 
this. (In exceptional circumstances we may need you to close it immediately).

If we agree to open it, we’ll call it ‘[your name] – Client Money Manager Account’ (unless we’ve agreed with 
you to use a different name, in writing).

We’ll pay money into and out of each of your Undesignated Accounts in whatever currency it’s in.

You can still pay in other currencies or ask us to make payments in other currencies – but before we add 
them back or deduct them from your Undesignated Account we’ll convert them to sterling (as described in 
our Business Banking Terms and Conditions).
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2.1.2 Paying in and making payments from your Undesignated Accounts

Debit Cards 
You can’t pay money in or make payments from an Undesignated Account with a Debit Card.

Cleared funds 
You may only make payments from an Undesignated Account using cleared funds (money that’s already in 
your Undesignated  Account, that you’re allowed to withdraw).

You can draw against drafts from UK clearing banks and cheques from building societies and solicitors before 
they’ve cleared – but if they come back unpaid, we’ll deduct the amount from your Undesignated Account 
(which could make it go overdrawn). We won’t pay you any interest for the time we treated them as cleared 
(we treat drafts from UK clearing banks as cleared on the same day they’re processed).

2.1.3 Moving money between your Undesignated and Designated Accounts

You agree that you will, as soon as you reasonably can, use CMM to allocate each instance of money going 
to or from your Undesignated Account to one or more Designated Accounts in the same currency. 

The account balance of your Undesignated Account in each Available Currency should equal the sum of all 
your Designated Account balances in that currency. 

2.1.4 Moving money from your Office Account to your Undesignated Account

We may need to transfer money from your Office Account to your Undesignated Account, in certain 
circumstances. If we need to convert it into a different currency to enable you to do that, you authorise us to 
convert it at our prevailing exchange rate on that day.

If the funds in your Undesignated Account are less than the total funds in all your Designated Accounts in the 
same currency

If, at the start of a Working Day, the total cleared funds in any of your Undesignated Accounts is less than the 
sum of all the cleared funds in all your Designated Accounts in the same currency, we may need to transfer 
the difference from your Office Account to that Undesignated Account.

If, at the start of a Working Day, the total cleared and uncleared funds in any of your Undesignated Accounts 
is less than the sum of all the cleared and uncleared funds in all your Designated Accounts in the same 
currency, we may also need to transfer the difference from your Office Account to that Undesignated 
Account.

If the interest on your Undesignated Account is less than the total interest on all your Designated Accounts 
in the same currency

If, on any Interest Payment Day, the Aggregate Rate Amount on your Undesignated Account is less than the 
aggregate interest on all your Designated Accounts in the same currency, we may also need to transfer the 
difference from your Office Account to that Undesignated Account.

2.1.5 Going overdrawn 
You must not let your Undesignated Account go overdrawn (unless this happens because we have agreed an 
overdraft limit on a Designated Account). But if it does, you must immediately pay in enough money to bring 
your balance back into credit.

2.2 Your Designated Accounts
2.2.1 Opening a Designated Account

To apply for a Designated  Account, you need to fill out and send us an Application Form. 
 
If we accept your application, you’ll be able to use the Designated Account as soon as it shows up on CMM.

If we decline your application, we’ll tell you why (unless it’s against the law or regulations for us to tell you).

2.2.2 In any Available Currency

Your Designated Accounts can be any Available Currency you choose – as long as you also have an 
Undesignated Account in the same Available Currency. If a currency ever stops being an Available Currency, 
we may need you to close your Designated Account. We’ll give you two months’ notice if we need you to do 
this. (In exceptional circumstances we may need you to close it immediately). 
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2.2.3 Going overdrawn

CMM won’t allocate any entry to any Designated Account if it would take the balance below zero - or below 
any limit we may agree with you.

3. Interest
We’ll pay interest at an agreed Margin. For what we mean by ‘Margin’ and ‘Reference Rate’ see the Glossary 
at the end of this document.

3.1  Changes to the Margin
We’ll agree the Margin with you when you open your Undesignated Account and then confirm it by letter. 
From time to time we may review it and agree a new Margin with you. If we do we’ll confirm that in writing 
too.

3.2  Changes to the Reference Rate
For sterling:

If the Bank of England Base Rate changes, we’ll change your Undesignated Account’s interest rate within 
one Working Day after the published rate changes. It’s publicly available, so you can find it out at any time. 

For any other Available Currency:

We’ll make the change immediately without telling you in advance.  If you’d like to know what the current 
Reference Rate is, please get in touch.

You can find your new Reference Rate on CMM.

3.3 Calculating interest
On each Interest Payment Date we’ll calculate:

•	 the	Aggregate	Rate	Amount	on	the	daily	cleared	credit	balance	for	every	Undesignated	Account.	We’ll		
 calculate this from (and including) the previous Interest Payment Day and ending on (but excluding) that  
 Interest Payment Day

•	 interest	at	the		Client	Rate	via	CMM,	using	data	for	each	of	your	Clients	that	you	have	inputted	to	CMM.

3.4 Receiving or paying interest
3.4.1 Receiving

On the Interest Payment Day, or as soon as possible after it, we’ll credit:

•	  to each Undesignated Account the Aggregate Rate Amount which will comprise:

 ª   Gross Interest

 ª   Net Interest

 ª   CMM Interest  if you ask us to credit this to the Undesignated Account.

•	   to the Office Account the CMM Interest element of the Aggregate Rate Amount if you ask us to credit 
it to that Account.

If the Aggregate Rate Amount is less than the aggregate of the interest calculated at the Client Rate for all 
of the Designated Accounts in the same Available Currency for the same period, we’ll tell you that there is a 
difference through CMM on the next Working Day.

3.4.2 Paying

While there is a debit balance on your Undesignated Account(s), you’ll need to pay us interest at our 
Business Standard Debit Interest Rate, or our Currency Standard Debit Interest Rate for the relevant 
Available Currency or at another rate that we have agreed with you.  We’ll calculate your interest daily on your 
cleared debit balance and take it from your Undesignated Account on the next Interest Payment Day.
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Contact us for details of our current Business Standard Debit Interest Rate and for our Price List where you’ll 
also find details of our Currency Standard Debit Interest Rate.

4. What you agree
4.1 What you agree to do
You agree that as long as you still have Designated and Undesignated Accounts with us, you will:

4.1.1 Handle the relevant administration and paperwork

•	  fill out and sign a Mandate for each Undesignated Account (if we ask you to)

•	  hold and keep all of the consents and authorities we need to process Client information and other 
personal data through the CMM service 

•	  register and stay registered under the Data Protection Act 1998 (as it changes, over time) or any other 
relevant data protection law.

4.1.2 The Rules

•	  comply with the Rules especially– but not only – the parts about Client Money

•	  only use the Product in line with the Rules and the User Guide

•	  only credit Client Money to Undesignated Accounts (unless the Rules allow you to credit other monies 
to an account which holds Client Money)

•	  select the Client Rate in line with the Rules.

4.1.3 Tell us if you’re concerned about security

•	  let us know right away if you believe any unauthorised person has – or might be able to get– access to 
the Product (whether they have your password, number or any other security information).

4.1.4 Have the appropriate balance and bear certain costs

•	  keep your Office Account with us, with enough money in it to cover any transfers we might need to 
make from it (see ‘Moving money from your Office Account to your Undesignated Account’)

•	  fully indemnify us against any costs, losses or expenses we incur as result of you using or misusing 
the Product (unless they’re down to our own negligence or wilful default, either directly or indirectly) – 
including any legal action that a Client takes against us or any of our directors, employees or agents and 
any loss we suffer by accepting any Application Form or Account Opening Request which appears to be 
correct and complete.

4.2 Who is responsible for what
You also agree that:

•	  if you’re in a partnership (other than a limited partnership or limited liability partnership) each and every 
partner is liable for each of your obligations under these Terms

•	  you – not us – are responsible for making sure that any data you enter about your business and Clients  
is accurate

•	  we’re not liable for any losses you suffer because the data you’ve entered is wrong (unless caused by 
fraud on our part) 

•	  you – not us – are responsible for carrying out any due diligence on your Clients that might be 
necessary, to comply with all relevant laws and regulations.
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5. Information
5.1 Your Clients’ Information
Neither we, nor any member of the HSBC Group, will ever use any of the information we get about your 
Clients through the Product to contact them directly to sell them any other products or services (unless 
you’ve explicitly agreed that we can). 

We, or any other member of the HSBC Group, may still contact them if we get their details in another way 
that has nothing to do with the Product – or if we believe you might be misusing the Product or breaking 
these Terms in some way.

6. Closing your Accounts or the CMM 
service 
6.1 If we want or need to close your Accounts 
If we ever want or need to stop you from using the Product:

•	  we’ll close all your Undesignated and Designated Accounts (see our Business Banking Terms and 
Conditions for detail)

•	  you won’t be allowed or able to use the CMM service any more

•	  you must immediately delete or remove any software and documents to do with the CMM service 
from all your computers– and return or destroy* any hard copies you have (as we choose)

•	  you must immediately pay any charges already invoiced but not yet paid.

*If we ask you to destroy them, we may also ask you to prove they’ve been destroyed.

6.2 If you want to close a Designated Account
If you would like to close a Designated Account you’ll find the steps in our User Guide.

CMM will only close a Designated Account if its balance is zero.

6.3 If you want to terminate the CMM service
You can terminate the CMM service by giving us thirty days’ Notice.

7. The CMM service
7.1 What is CMM?
When we say ‘CMM’, that includes:

•	  Administration: setting up and running your Designated Accounts and related interest payment 
structures

•	   Enquiries and Reporting: giving you information about your balances and transactions for your 
Designated Accounts, in current statement periods

•	  Value Processing: keeping track of the money going in and out of your Designated Accounts 
(under appropriate audit procedures)

•	   Statement Production: getting statements and transactions advices for your Designated 
Accounts ready for you to print

•	   Interest Accrual: working out how much interest you’ve earned (at the rate we’ve agreed) and 
adding it to your Designated Accounts

•	   Account Manager Set Up: creating account managers (to make sure only people with the right 
security details can access CMM).

8
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7.2 Using CMM
You can access the CMM service from a computer on your premises by going to the internet address, 
or calling the network numbers, both of which we’ve given you.

CMM and the CMM administration team are usually available every Working Day - CMM from 7am to 
7.15pm and the CMM administration team from 9am to 5pm - (unless closed for maintenance or we’ve 
told you otherwise).

7.3 CMM Charges
Charges on your Undesignated Accounts will be on top of any Debit Interest that you might  have to pay.

We’ll agree our charges for setting up the CMM service for you beforehand.  If we bring in new ones 
– like ongoing service charges, for example, we’ll give you at least thirty days’ Notice.  For details of 
our charges for payment services and how we may change them, see our Business Banking Terms and 
Conditions.

We may send you an invoice from time to time, for any charges up to and including the invoice date. You 
need to settle any invoice within twenty-eight days of the date on it.

7.4 Changing CMM internet addresses and network numbers
We may change the internet address you use to access or connect to CMM, as long as we give you 
thirty days’ Notice. 

If you can’t connect to the CMM service using the network numbers we’ve given you (and it’s not your 
fault), we’ll immediately try to get new ones for you.

9
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8. Glossary
Where we’ve capitalised these words in these Terms, this is what we mean.

Account Opening Request is a request to open a Designated Account in CMM (in any form we 
accept), which appears to have been filled out and/or signed by you (or someone acting for you).

Application Form is our standard form for opening an Undesignated Account in CMM, which appears 
to have been filled out and/or signed by you (or someone acting for you).

Aggregate Rate is the Reference Rate, minus the Margin.

Aggregate Rate Amount is the interest you earn from (and including) one Interest Payment Day 
to (but excluding) the next, calculated every day at the Aggregate Rate on the cleared funds in your 
Undesignated Accounts.

Available Currency is any currency we agree with you in writing, which we believe we will be able to 
sell in the London Interbank market.

Client is any person or people who are your Clients and beneficiaries of any of your Designated 
Accounts.

Client Money is money you hold in a Designated Account to which a Client is beneficially entitled. 

Client Rate is the interest rate that you choose through CMM for each Designated Account.

CMM is the electronic transmission and information system we call Client Money Manager.

CMM Interest is the Aggregate Rate Amount, minus the aggregate of the interest calculated at the 
Client Rate for all of the Designated Accounts in the same Available Currency for the same period.

Designated Account is any or all of the notional accounts we hold in your name, that contain funds 
that are beneficially owned by one or more of your Clients (who are named, with their own Client’s 
reference number).

Gross Interest is that part of the Aggregate Rate amount that according to data you inputted into CMM 
about your Client’s tax status can be paid gross to that Client’s Designated Account on an Interest 
Payment Date.

Interest Payment Day is the day we calculate and pay the interest you’ve earned on your Undesignated 
Accounts (which we’ll agree with you, in writing). If that day isn’t a Working Day, the Interest Payment 
Day will be the next Working Day.

Margin is the percentage, per annum, by which the interest payable on your Undesignated Accounts is 
less than the Reference Rate whatever currency it’s in.

Net Interest is that part of the Aggregate Rate Amount that according to data you inputted into CMM 
about your Client’s tax status must be paid net of tax to that Client’s Designated Account on an Interest 
Payment Day.

Notice is any formal piece of communication from us to you or you to us, not including:

•	 any messages sent through CMM

•	 Account Opening Requests sent by fax

•	 interest rate change notices

•	 transfer notifications

•	 day-to-day communications about the Product.

Office Account is an account with us, in your name, where you are the only legal and beneficial owner 
of all credit balances.

Product is CMM, the CMM service and the Designated Accounts and Undesignated Accounts you 
have in CMM.

Reference Rate depends on the currency:

•	  for amounts denominated in sterling, it’s the Bank of England base rate

•	  for amounts denominated in any other Available Currency, trading on the London Interbank market 
at or about 11am on the first Working Day of any week (the ‘Quotation Date’), for that week  
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it’s the rate (per annum)  equal to the rate we determine we were bidding for deposits in that  
Available Currency, in the London Interbank market on the Quotation Date at the time referred to 
above in respect of that amount

•	  for amounts denominated in any other Available Currency, not trading in the London Interbank 
market on the Quotation Date it’s the rate that we determine (in our absolute discretion) 
represents the rate at which we would be prepared to bid for deposits on the Quotation Date if the 
Available Currency was trading on the London Interbank market.

Rules are all laws, regulations, decrees and other ordinances issued by any authorities with the power 
to do so (including Government bodies and regulators).

Undesignated Account is all of the pooled money you hold on behalf of your Clients in your business 
current account(s), in your name, in the same currency.

User Guide is the most up-to-date version of the guide on the CMM system, which explains how to 
use it (which we may change or add to, from time to time).
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About HSBC
HSBC Bank plc is a company registered and established in England and Wales under registration number 14259. 
Our registered office is at 8 Canada Square, London E14 5HQ. Our VAT registration number is GB365684514. 
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